ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Scholarship on the desert itineraries of Exodus and Numbers generally seeks to clarify perceived compositional difficulties by understanding the interactions of the Pentateuch's underlying literary traditions. Frank Moore Cross suggests that the itineraries function as structural elements of P: a framing device composed of six formulaic headings before (Exod 12:37a; 13:20; 14:1-2; 15:22a; 16:1; 17:1) and six after Sinai (Exod 19:2; Num 10:12; 20:1a; 20:22; 22:1) .
as P, leaving the rest to D, a conclusion which suggests that P was concerned only with transitions and that D composed the desert tradition as one single movement 2 to serve as a transition between the desert narrative and the conquest. 3 Most recently, Thomas Dozeman explores "whether there is literary evidence for the creative role of a redactor in relating P and non-P versions of the wilderness journey in Exodus and Numbers." 4 He examines three geographical locations of the wilderness journey that stand out because they disrupt the plot of the journey (Exod 4:1-2; 16:1b and 17:1a; Num 10:11-12) and concludes "that editors use the Priestly itineraries to reshape the Non-P literature; and that the process of editing is … a creative undertaking in its own right." 5 Because these studies examine the itineraries for historical-compositional purposes, two sets of questions are generally not asked. First, how do the itineraries, as woven into the final text function within the received narrative? Dozeman, for example, acknowledges Coats's study of the structural patterns exhibited by the itineraries, but agrees with Walsh that his approach "cannot provide insight into the composition or the authorship of the itineraries." Coats's interest, however, is not primarily authorial or compositional; his struc-147; and for 15:22; 16:1; 17:1; 19:1-2, Mark S. Smith, The Pilgrimage Pattern in Exodus (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 227, 232. Cross's list of stations fails to account for the ‫נסע‬ travel notices which occur in Exod 14 and Num 20-22. Jerome T. Walsh, "From Egypt to Moab: A Source Critical Analysis of the Wilderness Itinerary, " CBQ 39 (1977): 21, lists Exod 12:37; 13:17-18a, 20; 14:2; 15:22, 23, 27; 16:1; 17:1; 19:1-2; Num 10:12, 33; 11:35; 12:16; 14:25; 20:1a, 22; 21:4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18b, 19b, 20, 33; 22:1; Coats, "Wilderness," 135, lists Exod 12:37a; 13:20; 15:22a, 27; 16:1; 17:1ab*; 19:2; Num 11:35; 12:16; 20:1, 22; 21:4a.10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18b, 19ª, 19b, 20; 22:11 . He also lists Exod 14:2; 15:23a*; 19:1 and Num 10:12. Although similar, those listed by Graham I. Davies. "The Wilderness Itineraries and the Composition of the Pentateuch," VT 33 (1983): 1-13, are not the same. Dozeman, "Priestly, [287] [288] . The location of the Sinai pericope itself "breaks the plot" of a single journey and is thus itself a creative redaction of that journey. tural and source-critical studies are subordinate arguments in favor of the unity of the canonical itinerary chain and its function in unifying various traditions in terms of royal military journeys depicted in Assyrian annals. 6 Second, and related, historical-compositional studies generally examine itinerary markers without regard for the narrative discourse in which the itineraries are embedded, a discourse in which the wayyiqtol and w e qatal forms have functions that go beyond redactional interests. and in the Plains of Moab (Numbers 22:1-36:13 plus Deuteronomy 34)." (Exod 19:3-Num 10:10) breaks the plot of the putative single journey 9 from Egypt to Moab into pre-and post-Sinai sections, to argue that the first itinerary cluster in Numbers (10:11-36) forms the conclusion to Num 1:1-10:36. In order to do so I will compare and contrast the itinerary clusters in Exodus and Numbers, then argue that Numbers depicts two itinerary clusters (10:11-36; 20:22-22:1) , the first of which, in conclusion of Num 10:1-10:10, depicts the resumption of YHWH'S victory march which began on Passover night with the stated goal in Num 10:33, "to seek rest for them (i.e., Israel)." As the conclusion to Num 10:1-10:10, and distinct from the second, Num 10:11-36 also depicts the first generation as fully compliant with divine and Mosaic instruction.
B THE ITINERARIES OF EXODUS AND NUMBERS: A COMPARISON
Israel's journey 10 begins on a specific date, Passover night ) and ends during the third month after leaving Egypt, "on this very day" (Exod 19:1-2). The only other date marking the journey, in Exod 16:1, also measures the departure in terms of leaving Egypt: "... the fifteenth day of the second month." The Exodus itinerary takes Israel from one specific place, Rameses in Egypt (Exod 12:37), to another, the desert of Sinai, "... in front of the mountain" (Exod 19:2). Thus Israel's journey consists of a larger narrative sequence within which the "itinerary markers," typically wayyiqtol of ‫,נסע‬ signal narra-
9
The journey itself is secondary to the plot: the theophany at Sinai whose instruction replaces that of Egypt and Canaan (Lev 18:1-5). Thus, while in a general sense Sinai is one stage in the journey, the canonical Pentateuch depicts one pre-Sinai and two post-Sinai itinerary narratives. 10 Exodus uses eight wayyiqtol forms (Exod 12:17; 13:20; 14:19 2 ; 15:22; 16:1; 17:1; 19 :2) to describe the journey to Sinai. The distinction between the itinerary verbs in their wayyiqtol and w e qatal narrative sequence (Niccacci, Syntax, § § 7, (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) ) is important because the wayyiqtol is the primary narrative form and the qatal provides background information. The travel narrative verb is ‫.נסע‬ Roskop, Wilderness Itineraries, 177, holds that ‫בוא‬ is not characteristic of the itinerary genre; it articulates movement to a place. Artus, Etudes, 218-219, takes it as an itinerary notice, translating ‫בוא‬ as "entera" or "arrivèrent" (Artus, Etudes, 51, 204 The first itinerary notice in Numbers also begins with a specific date (10:12) and is understood to take Israel from one geographic location, the desert of Sinai to Paran, all in the same verse (Num 10:12). However, the subject of the itinerary markers shifts from Israel to the ark in 10:34-36 where frequentative verbs describe the journey led by the ark. The narrative does not give a specific date for arrival in Paran nor the locations in Num 11:1-35. The journey with Israel as subject of the travel verb begins again, at Paran (20:22; cf. 20:1 and 10:12), and ends in Moab (22:1). Thus Israel's journeys in Numbers are also embedded in a larger narrative sequence within which the "itinerary markers," typically wayyiqtol of ‫,נסע‬ signal narrative continuation or initiate sections of the journey (10:12, 13, 14, 29, 33 and 20:22; 21:4, 10, 11; 22 Num (10:12; 20:1; 20:22; 22:1; 25:1) according to Erich Zenger, et al., Einleitung in das Alte Testament, Band 1,1 (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1995), 37. 13 Only the verb ‫נסע‬ as per the description of the entire journey in Num 33:1-2 as ‫מסע‬ (excluding the wayyiqtol of ‫בוא‬ in Num 20:1). Even Israel's ‫יצים‬ are described according to their ‫מסים‬ (33:2), excluding the forms in 10:14, 28 because these describe the order of the march. The function of the qatal forms in 11:35; 12:16; Rolf Knierim considers the "itinerary chain" in Numbers to link the initial Sinai and the final plains of Moab geographies because Israel's desert journeys in Num 10:11-36:13 depict an execution of Israel's previous preparations for the journey at Sinai (Num 1:1-10:10).
15
That is, the Numbers itinerary can be taken to begin at Mt. Sinai in the desert of the same name ( However, Numbers uses not one, but two itinerary narratives to depict Israel's journey from Sinai to Moab, each of which characterizes the journey differently. Thus the itinerary narrative of 10:11-36 begins on a specific date (10:11), mentions its endpoint in 10:12 and then, in a compressed manner not unlike Num 33, describes the tribes in their military marching order, without 21:12, 13 (excluding the forms in 10:17, 18, 21, 22, 25, per above) will be discussed below. The verb also appears in qal inf. in 10:34.35; as a qal ptc. in 10:9, 33, and an imperative in 14:25. Non-wayyiqtol uses of ‫נסע‬ in Num 11 and 12 will be discussed below. The difference between the subsequent events is that Miriam dies in Kadesh and Aaron at Mt. Hor. On the use of the travel verbs discussed in itinerary scholarship, see also Dozeman, "Priestly," 259 note 7; and Coats, "Wilderness," 136-138. 14 Because these itineraries mark journeys begun and ended within the narrative, they cannot structure the entire books of Exodus or Numbers. Contra Rolf Knierim, "The Book of Numbers," in The Task of Old Testament Theology: Method and Cases, ed. Rolf Knierim (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995) , 383. Nor does it supply the overarching theme, as suggested, for example, by Katharine D. Sakenfeld, Numbers: Journeying with God (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 1-2. 15 Knierim, "Numbers," 380-388: preparation (chs. 1-10:10) and execution (chs. 10:11-36); Lee, Punishment, [95] [96] [97] [98] mentioning specific events or encampments.
18
A summarizing inset hymn closes this section. The second itinerary narrative (20:22-22:1) begins when Israel departs from Kadesh (20:22) , and narrates a variety of events that take place during this journey (Aaron's death, the bronze serpent, the problem with Edom and the victories over Arad, Sihon and Og), and ends on the plains of Moab (22:1). Where Num 10:11-36 depicts the first generation's total compliance with Moses' instructions (10:13), the second, more like the Exodus itinerary, discloses the first generation's complaints, their deadly consequences, military victories, and rebellion against divinely appointed leadership. The two itinerary narratives are separated by a long non-travel narrative characterized by Israel's complaints, non-compliance, death, and divine instruction.
The five wayyiqtol forms 19 of the itinerary verb ‫נסע‬ in the first narrative describe a journey which begins in the desert of Sinai (mount of YHWH, 10:33), but does not encamp anywhere. Rather, the depiction ends with the ark continuing to seek rest for Israel ‫,מנוחה(‬ 10:33b). 
Although 10:12 identifies Paran as Israel's destination, the following itinerary itself betrays no interest in encampments, only YHWH dwells in Paran ‫,שׁכן(‬ 10:12; for Israel, in 12:16, ‫.)חנן‬ Thereafter, specific geographical locations begin in 11:1-3, and arrivals, with the verb ‫בוא‬ in the wayyiqtol narrative sequence, in 20:22. Furthermore, it is the ark's journeying and coming to rest (present participle, 10:33; infinitive construct, 10:33-36, of ‫,)נוח‬ without mentioning a location, that appears to form a conclusion to this desert march account. In the received shape the ark, not Hobab, 20 spearheads Israel's desert 18 Excluding the insertion of the Hobab pericope (11:29-32). 19 On these forms see footnote 12. 20 On the text's silence about Hobab's reply to Moses' invitation, Milgrom, Numbers, 80, writes: "[The absence of a reply] is more likely due to the conviction that Israel's safe journey through the wilderness was due to the guidance of the Ark, not of Hobab." So also Horst Seebass, Numeri 10, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 1, vol Unlike the first cluster, the second is embedded in a narrative of complaints and disobedience. Numbers 11:1-3 names the place where Israel's complaints begin (Taberah; Kibroth-hattaavah and Hazeroth in 11:35), but not when they arrived at this location. Indeed, the new theme of complaint 22 subordinates the travel interest, until it emerges again in 20:22, after a long section of divine instruction (18) (19) and the events at Kadesh in 20:1-21: Moses' and Aaron's disobedience and Edom's refusal to allow Israel to pass through its territory. When the travel interest re-emerges, it begins with Aaron's death (thereby casting a shadow over this journey) and rebellion against divine and Mosaic authority, and brief descriptions of military victories. These narrated events in the second cluster depict a desert journey similar to that of Exodus (complaints, victory over Amalek), but completely unlike that of Num 10. Furthermore, like the Exodus itinerary, which ends at Sinai where Israel is fully instructed and commits apostasy, the In what follows I will examine in greater detail the structure and character of the itinerary in Num 10:11-36, to argue that it concludes the first major narrative section of Numbers, that it differs in several ways from the second cluster, and that in doing so it depicts the obverse of the Janus face of the first generation: totally compliant with divine instruction.
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C THE ITINERARY CLUSTER OF NUMBERS 10:11-36
Based on the understanding that 10:11-12 begins Israel's journey from Sinai to Moab, it is commonly argued that 10:11 begins the second major unit of the book of Numbers. Wenham, for example, argues that geography organizes the structure of Numbers because it is composed of "large cycles in which three important eras of revelation, at Sinai, Kadesh, and in the plains of Moab, are separated by two bridge passages describing the journeys from Sinai to Kadesh, and from Kadesh to the plains of Moab." The first journey, depicted in 10:12, apparently stops in Taberah, Kibroth-hattaavah and Hazeroth; it also "... begins exactly as prescribed in the previous chapters." 24 But that Kadesh is the arrival point of the first journey can only be supplied from Num 13:26; 20:1; and 10:12 only mentions the desert of Paran, not a specific location within it. Ashley argues similarly, but acknowledges that "[t]he identification of geographical sites is difficult because often no trace of a biblical name remains on a site." 25 Knierim and Lee present a different argument: the itineraries shape the entire book of Numbers because they belong to "a conceptuality underneath the text," 26 a subsurface conceptual structure composed of a "preparation" for (Num 1:1-10:10) and an "execution" (Num 10:11-36:13) of the march.
Such readings falter on several accounts. First, why supply Kadesh as the goal of the first itinerary when 10:12 defines it as the general location of the desert of Paran, and that it is YHWH who dwells there, not Israel?
27
Elsewhere the text is specific about locations (11:3, 35; 12:16). Moreover, why should the lack of a specific location be a textual problem? Why exclude the possibility that 10:11-36, unlike the second cluster and Num 33, intentionally omits specific locations? Second, 11:1-3 is specific about a location, as are 11:35 and 12:16, but these locations and the notations of setting out or arrival are subordinated to the narrative of Israel's complaint and lack of compliance with divine instruction. Along with the vague date in Num 20:1 (like that of Exod 19:1-2), understood to introduce an event at the end of the 40 years journey, these references suggest that dischronology is part of Numbers' narrative strategy. Furthermore, Wenham's "bridge passages" do not, as a matter of textual fact, describe the journey as do 10:12-36 and 20:22-22:1, but focus on events or divine instruction. References to journeys and locations in these passages are subordinate to the subject matter of complaint, non-compliance, or divine instruction. Third, using a "subsurface conceptuality" to determine the role of the itineraries, as do Knierim and Lee, introduces a subjective element into a plain reading of the text's surface, that is, a subsurface reading of the text. 24 Wenham, Numbers, 15, 104. 25 Ashley, Numbers, 193 . 26 Knierim, "Numbers," 380-388; Lee, Punishment, 95. Num 10:11-36 constitutes the first unit in the journey of execution, Rolf P. Knierim and George W. Coats, Numbers, FOTL 4 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 148-152. 27 "Verse 12 summarizes several stations, since the Israelites stop at Kibroth-hattaavah and Hazzeroth before they reach the wilderness of Paran (11:35; 12:16). The likelihood, however, is that the wilderness of Paran is not a station but is the general name for the northern half of the Sinai Peninsula, … " So Milgrom, Numbers, 76. Emphasis added.
Furthermore, arguing that Num 10:11-36:13 is the "execution" to 1:1-10:10's "preparation" (Num 10:11-36:13) ignores the narrative move to the second generation in Num 26-36. This generation, with the exception of Moses in 27:22 (with respect to Joshua) and the daughters of Zelophehad in 36:10, is not at all described as compliant with divine instruction, as is the first, with phrases such as: "The Israelites did all this just as the Lord commanded Moses" (1:54).
To answer these concerns I turn to a brief discussion of Num 1:1-10:36 to argue that Num 1:1-10:10 is itself an instruction-compliance sequence with respect to the camp, and that Israel's journey from Sinai, beginning with Num 10:11, does not depict Israel's execution of 1:1-10:10's instructions, but is itself an instruction-compliance narrative which depicts the first generation's compliant travel in following the ark to its various resting places. ]; cf. 10:33). Numbers 1:1-10:10 then, is not a preparation for a subsequent execution; the execution of YHWH's instructions is depicted as already accomplished. If this is so, then the itinerary beginning in 10:11 cannot be understood as an execution that begins the second major part of Numbers. Rather, it suggests that the first generation who is encamped at Sinai, now fully instructed and compliant, continues the military victory march begun on the night of the tenth plague (Exod 12:37). The goal now is defined in terms of the ark's seeking rest ‫)מנוחה(‬ for Israel, not in terms of specific encampments. According to Zenger and Frevel, this interaction of Num 1:1-10:10 with 10:11-36 reveals the Janus-face function of Num 1-10, that is, these chapters are linked literarily to Sinai and look forward to the journey. 29 Several textual features support the claim that the first itinerary cluster may be properly distinguished from the first, and that it is the proper conclusion of Num 1:1-10:36. 28 The only other travel verbs close to preparations or instructions for the march are found in Num 10:5-6. But the opening words instruct Israel in the cultic character, the trumpets, of the journey. Other uses of ‫נסע‬ are iterative/habitual (Num 9) or descriptive of the order of the march (Num 2). 29 Zenger and Frevel, "Levitikus und Numeri, [67] [68] First, Num 9:15-23; 10:11-12 and 34 depict Israel's movements, under the guidance of the cloud, from the desert of Sinai (the place they entered a year before [Exod 19:2] ). There are no encampments.
30
From Num 11 forward the wayyiqtol itinerary notices do not include references to the guidance of the cloud; the cloud appears only in contexts of judgment.
31
The association of the cloud with Israel's journeys in Num 10:11-36 and lack thereof with itinerary notices after Num 11, distinguishes the first from the second itinerary cluster.
Second, Num 10:11 initiates the first itinerary with a ‫ויהי‬ and temporal designation, typical of a new literary unit, followed by a travel narrative structured by three wayyiqtols ‫,ויסעו (‬ 10:12, 13, 14) , a summary statement ( ‫אלה‬ ‫,מסעי‬ 28a, "these are Israel's travels"), followed by a wayyiqtol ‫ויסעו(‬ 28b) reiterating the travel. After the Hobab insertion, a resumptive wayyiqtol ‫,ויסעו(‬ 33a) 32 continues the travel narrative. Within the wayyiqtol shaped travel narrative, subordinate verbal sequences (x-qatal verbs in 10:17, 18, 21, 22, 25) , describe the nature of the journey.
33
The tight, formulaic character-the repetition of "the banner of the camp of … set out, over the battalion of … , and over the battalion of … , and over the battalion of …" (14-16; 18-20; 22-24; 25-27) Third, where the second itinerary cluster includes specific encampments, Num 10:12-24 depicts no halts in the journey; Num 10:33-34 describes the ark's guidance with forms indicating continuing travel (cf. Exod 40:36-38).
35
Numbers 10 twice depicts this open ended journey from the mountain of the Lord as taking three days. Both Ashley and Wenham take the first occurrence literally, namely, it took three days to arrive at the first encampment.
36
A literal three days comports with the understanding that the first itinerary includes chs. 11 and 12, with Num 12:16 indicating Israel's arrival at Paran. Ashley, however, understands the repetition of the phrase to mean "the duration of the journey during the whole of which the ark went before ‫)לפני(‬ the people," without explaining the shift in meaning.
37
This reading assumes a switch from a literal to a metaphorical meaning within two clauses, although some argue for excision of the second occurrence.
38
Roland Gradwohl, however, argues that the phrase "a three day journey" does not define an exact span of time, but indicates the goal of an event being depicted, often expressed with the phrase "the third day," as in the appearance of the divine in Exod 19:11, 16, on the third day.
39
This would convert the phrase from a depiction of a literal three days to a literary convention. If this is the case in Num 10:33, that would change the length of the journey from a literal three days to one of indicating an important event, a goal not attained in Numbers because the ark keeps moving (vv. 34-36 Ashley, Numbers, 198, n. 27 ; the first stage of the journey (Wenham, Numbers, 105). 37 Ashley, Numbers, 199. 38 Ashley, Numbers, 198, writes: "It is tempting to excise the phrase as an inadvertent repetition that entered the text from the first part of the verse, but there is little textual evidence for such a phrase." Such an excision is recommended by BHS and Noth, Numbers, 78. 39 Roland Gradwohl, "Drei Tage und der dritte Tag," VT 47/3 (1997): 376. See also Marius G. Swanepoel, "Die 'drie dae' motief in die Ou Testament (BHS)," NGTT 32 (1991): 541-551, who comes close to Gradwohl's position (Swanepoel, "Motief," 548-49), but finally concludes that the three day motif represents hope (Swanepoel, "Motief," 550). 40 After Num 11 the ark appears only once: 14:44 states that the ark did not leave the camp (14:44) to engage the peoples of the land. with a typical wayyiqtol construction of 10:33a (evoking those in 10:12, 13, 14). This sequence is not followed by an expected wayyiqtol sequence, but by a circumstantial disjunctive clause which describes the nature of Israel's journey: "Now, it was the ark of the covenant of YHWH which was journeying in front of them for three days." This clause introduces two changes. First, the subject of the verb shifts from the people to the ark. Second, the purpose of the ark's journeying is added: "to find rest for them" ( ‫ם‬ ‫הֶ‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫תוּר‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫ה‬ ָ ‫נוּח‬ ‫,מְ‬ cf. Num 13:2, 16, ‫ץ‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫אָ‬ ‫ת-הָ‬ ‫אֶ‬ ‫תוּר‬ ‫.)לָ‬ The phrase "three days" occurs where one expects to find a depiction of an encampment (as in Num 21:10, 11 and 22:1); in 10:33a it appears as part of Israel's journey, and in 10:33b to indicate that the ark leads Israel in its journey. If Gradwohl is right about the function of the "three days," then the event being depicted can only be the ark's goal of finding rest for Israel, a goal not attained in Numbers, only continually sought as the ark keeps moving (vv. 34-36).
42
The "three day" journey of Israel-ledby-the-ark from the mountain of YHWH does not take Israel to Taberah or Kibroth-hattaavah, for there is no such notice, 43 but launches them on a journey that will not end until the ark itself reaches Zion (1 Kgs 8:6). If it is the ark's intent to find rest for God's people, and that this intent anticipates Solomon's praise of the Lord for giving his people rest ( ‫רוְּך‬ ‫בָּ‬ ‫מּו‬ ‫עַ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫ה‬ ָ ‫נוּח‬ ‫מְ‬ ‫ן‬ ַ ‫ת‬ ‫נָ‬ ‫ר‬ ֶ ‫שׁ‬ ‫אֲ‬ ‫ה‬ ‫הוָ‬ ‫יְ‬ ‫ל‬ ‫אֵ‬ ָ ‫ר‬ ְ ‫שׂ‬ ‫,יִ‬ 1 Kgs 8:56), this may suggest that the narrative evokes a direct connection to a compliant 44 first generation that leaves the mountain of the YHWH and which finds its rest in Zion; the non-compliant first generation does not depart 41 The different points of departure in 10:12 and 10:33 may be a distribution of phrases that occur together in Exod 19:2, where Israel arrives in the desert of Sinai, opposite "the" mountain. "The mountain" can only be the mountain where God revealed himself to Moses, an abbreviated form of "the mountain of YHWH." If this so, the distribution of these locations forms an inclusion for the first itinerary cluster. 42 The repetition of the phrase facilitates a shift in subject of the travel verb: from Israel in 10:33a to the ark in 10:33b. The effect removes Israel from defining its destination and emphasizes again that the journey is YHWH's victory march. 43 Commentators assume such an arrival on the basis of Num 11:1 and 4. Thus Gray, Numbers, 96; Ashley, Numbers, 193; Wenham, Numbers, [104] [105] . 44 Knierim, Numbers, 148, (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1978) , 162-175. 46 The verb ‫ויאמר‬ is frequentative, Gray, Numbers, 97. 47 See Milgrom, Numbers, [375] [376] , on the inverted nuns that separate these verses; James W. Watts, Psalm and Story: Inset Hymns in Hebrew Narrative, JSOTSup 139 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992) , 174, states that Num 11:35-36 belongs to those short poems that "seem to be neither related to the plot, nor in a structurally climactic position." The poem accompanies the ark's movement, "its regular performance indicated by [the] wyhy" clause. And, "the poem appears at the end of Numbers 10 because the chapter reports the departure from Sinai and thus the first time that Israel's movements have been accompanied by the ark." But three temporal clauses introduced by ‫ויהי‬ suggest three macro-syntactical sections (IBHS 3.3.4d; 13.5.1e ), signifying the beginning of different units; the shift of theme in 11:1 suggests that the poem does signal the end of a unit. If not climactic in the sense of Exod 15:1-18, it is definitive for the entire march (as is Exod 15:19-21): it is YHWH's victory march at the head of a camp organized according to the instructions preceding the march. Ashley, Numbers, 198, concludes the chapter as does Num 6:22-27. Roskop, Wilderness Itineraries, does not examine this narrative sequence, nor the narrative function of the poetic insertion. Similar to Exod 40:36-38, an insertion which breaks the narrative continuity between Exod 40:35 and Lev 1:1, Num 10:35-36 also closes the narrative and characterizes Israel's future movements (cf. Num 9:15), without formally being a part of an itinerary. 48 Without this unit Lev 1:1 would continue the narrative from Exod 40:34 with typical wayyiqtol forms. On the literary aspect of this connection, see Rolf Rendtorff, Leviticus, vol. 3.1 (NeuKirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1985) , 23.
2
‫מנוחה‬ for God's People 1 Kings 8:56's reference to ‫מנוחה‬ is often recognized as "the culmination of the desert wandering and conquest of Palestine," 49 the fulfillment of a promise given in 25:19) , 50 but seldom is it linked to its appearance in Num 10. 51 Von Rad writes that the "echoes (of ‫)נוח‬ are heard throughout that massive historical work to which we apply the designation 'deuteronomic. '" 52 Although Noth insisted that the Deuteronomistic History began with Deut 1, Christoph Levin suggests that because Deut 1-3 repeats elements from Num 26-32, "the purpose of [Deuteronomy's] new beginning was to fit the Deuteronomic law into the sequence of historical events." 53 This suggestion warrants the conclusion that in its present pentateuchal location Deuteronomy addresses the second generation as defined by Num 26-32; and that its themes address the second generation's self-understanding as it marks time on the plains of Moab. Furthermore, the association of the ark of the covenant with Israel's rest in Numbers, subsequently in Joshua and especially in 1 Kgs 8:56, is suggestive of a movement towards rest, which begins with the first generation's move from the mountain of YHWH (Num 10:12
[Sinai], 33) and culminates in the ark's entering Zion's holy of holies (1 Kings 8:6). Although organized as a military camp, neither Israel nor Hobab, but the ark of the covenant of YHWH seeks, and ultimately finds this rest for the generation that YHWH led from Egypt (cloud). The theme of the ark is significant in Deuteronomy and DH and characteristic of Num 10:33-36, a passage attributed to pre-priestly writers, whose themes recall the theology of Deuteronomy. 55 If so, this allows for understanding ‫מנוחה‬ in 33b to be part of the rest theme developed in Deuteronomy through Kings.
Numbers 1:1-10:36 describes the first generation as fully compliant in two ways: with the Lord's instructions and the organization of the camp (1:1-10:10; cf. the tabernacle in Exod 35:4-39:43), and its obedient resumption of YHWH's victory march, temporarily halted at Sinai, a march whose destination is defined by the ark seeking a place of rest for . This is the compliant first generation, the obverse of the Janus face. The reverse, that of a non-compliant first generation, begins its depiction in Num 11:1 with the third ‫ויהי‬ which introduces a totally different theme: Israel's complaints and the consequences, neither of which appears in Num 1:1-10:36.
Travel ‫)נסע(‬ in Numbers 11-12
The itinerary verb ‫נסע‬ appears in Num 11-12, but only in the qatal form: ‫נסעו‬ not the travel verb ‫נסע‬ in the wayyiqtol mode.
Summary Conclusions
I have argued for a reading of Numbers with two itinerary narratives, both of describing the generation that left Egypt, stopped at and a year later departed from Sinai. The two narratives attach different meanings to their stated destinations: ‫מנוחה‬ for God's people, and arrival in Moab; and in terms of Israel's attitude to divine and mosaic instruction: compliant and non-compliant. This leaves the question of the fit of these narratives in the canonical form of Numbers.
D TWO ITINERARY NARRATIVES IN NUMBERS: IMPLICATIONS
The itinerary narratives are secondary to Numbers' overall concern about the future and identity of the second generation of Num 26-36. Moses' words to the trans-Jordan tribes in Num 32:15 suggest the second generation not rebel as did the first generation, but Numbers does not depict this generation as a whole complying with divine instruction (except in the case of the daughters of Zelophehad in 36:10). As the first generation is literarily caught between the antipodes of Egypt and Sinai in Exod 15:22-19:2, and responds positively to 58 Num 10:11-12 and 12:16 "frame[s] the Non-P sequence of travel functioning as a resumptive repetition." Dozeman, "Priestly," 278. But this cannot be an example of resumptive repetition because the two clauses indicating movement in 10:11-12 have different subjects: Israel journeys from (min) the desert of Sinai, but it is the cloud which "dwells" ‫)שׂכן(‬ in the desert of Paran, not Israel. Resumptive repetition would have to include the cloud indicating the movement. But, as mentioned above, the cloud is not associated at all with any travel notices in Num 11-36. Levine, Numbers, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 311 , agrees on the function of ‫אח‬ ‫ר‬ but fails to acknowledge that it opens an episode disjunctive clause, when he writes that "after all is recorded in 10:29-12:15, did the Israelites actually begin their march northward to the Wilderness of Paran." 59 ‫נסע‬ in 14:25 is also subordinate to the theme of rebellion; the imperative indicates the beginning of the wandering, and the direction of the Sea of Reeds the undoing of the itinerary. But they are not depicted as setting out with the wayyiqtol form until 20:22.
the Sinai instruction in Num 1:1-10:36, so the second generation is literarily liminal: like Exod 19-Lev 27 is followed by its depicted response in Num 1:1-10:36, so Num 11:1-25:18 is followed by 26:1-36:13. But, because the second is not depicted as responding in any way, it is possible, as Dennis Olson argues, that the second generation serves "as a paradigm for each succeeding generation who likewise stands on the edge of the promised land, awaiting the fulfillment of the promises of God."
60
The insertion of Deuteronomy between Numbers and Joshua extends the narrative time to the depiction of the second generation's decision, but at the same time has the effect of reinstructing the second generation in "this law" ( ). Following Olson, the first "second generation" addressed in the canonical Numbers likely are those exiles adrift in the "desert of the nations" (Ezek 20:35), but they are not merely awaiting the fulfillment of divine promises. Rather, from the point of view of Numbers this "second generation" is placed before two modes of behavior before it crosses the river, again.
62
Numbers' two itinerary narratives provide the second generation two modes of completing their journey to the promised future: one, in compliance with divine and mosaic instruction and following the ark to its provision of rest, as it did for the first second-generation to enter the land (Josh 21:44); and, the other, in willful disobedience to divine and mosaic instruction, ending in the death outside the land consequent upon the worship of other gods, an undeniable memory for the exiles, and for the second second-generation in the land (Judg 2:10). Because in the larger, enneateuchal, narrative the destinations of both travel narratives are depicted as realized, or fulfilled, in modes that are notable deuteronomistic, the two itinerary narratives do not conflict. Rather, they set before the second generation (and the subsequent generations) two ways of completing YHWH'S victory march from Egypt through Sinai: to the promised rest at Zion led by the ark, or death in the desert because of apostasy (cf. Ezek 20:35). Thus they also anticipate Deuteronomy's two ways, of life or death (30:11-20) . In conclusion, because the first itinerary cluster concludes a 60 Olson, Death of the Old, 97. 61 In saying so, Solomon uses the phrase, "Not one word has failed of all the good promises he gave through his servant Moses" (1 Kgs 8:56), which recalls Joshua 21:45: "The Lord gave them rest on every side … Not one of all the Lord's good promises to the house of Israel failed; everyone was fulfilled." 62 For the exiles the movements evoked by the phrases "across the river" in Josh 24 also reinforce the two modes of completing the journey.
